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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
Welcome back! By the time you read this, we’ll have had our first autumn meeting in
September, heard some fascinating things about moths, and exchanged wildlife stories of
encounters during the summer.
Your society organised several summer outings, visiting culm grassland, wet and dry heath,
woodland and coastal wetland respectively. Each of them had their own highlights, and
habitats like moorland challenged us to look carefully for their smaller inhabitants. It’s easier
to do this in the summer, as moths and butterflies erupted from the grass when we walked
through it; but small flowers could be hidden by luxurious summer growth of grasses and
herbs. Going out to wild places encourages us to really look, so that we can counter that alltoo-common opinion that “there’s nothing there”. That’s the background refrain for those who
might think that covering wild places in concrete or tarmac wouldn’t matter. It’s for societies
like ours to counter such first impressions, and also to applaud any attempts by local
authorities to bring ‘the wild’ into urban areas. Many people enjoyed the plantings of
wildflowers on roundabouts and roadsides in Tiverton and Exeter this summer.
Reading a journal from one of the Wildlife Trusts, I was struck by a line in an article about
peatland: “Finding beauty here takes effort…”, which went on to write about how we have not
always valued such places as we value more dramatic landscapes like mountains. So let’s be
a voice for places whose animals and plants are less obvious, but nevertheless there to be
found and wondered at by anyone prepared to spend a little time.
Looking forward, we have one outing and three evening meetings before Christmas. There’s
plenty to whet your appetite on the society’s menu, plus our cards on which to write for all
occasions. Come along and enjoy what’s on offer
Liz Rogers

FEATURES
My Summer Project (photos by Malcolm Randle)

Following on from the Chairman’s comments above, this item is about the wildlife that might
be found in a location which at first sight might be thought to be devoid of anything of
interest.
We often walk our dog along a footpath that connects Woodbury to Exton. The first part of
the walk has a field on one side and a small stream, known as the Gilbrook, on the other.
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About one third of a mile long, the field is usually planted with a crop and this year it was
winter barley. Fortunately the farmer had left a reasonably wide strip of uncultivated land on
either side of the path.

The field in early May
Over the past three years I have become much more interested in the insect world which
started with my research into hoverflies (thanks to Stephen Powles’ challenge to explore a
new branch of wildlife). At the beginning of May I decided that whenever I visited the
Gilbrook path throughout the summer months I would look for any insects I could find, then
photograph, identify and research them. The result is that by the end of August I had found
33 different species of insect of which more than half were previously unknown to me.
Several of these were mining bees, a genus which is well worthy of study in its own right so
that is something for the future. There were also various beetles, flies (including hoverflies)
and moths plus a potato capsid having a confrontation with an intruding hoverfly, and a tiny
little weevil (the red rumex).
I have also been busy in other locations that I regularly visit where, similarly, I have found
other insects previously unknown to me. However, it is the Gilbrook field that I have mostly
concentrated on. Identification is not really a problem. I always endeavour to identify a new
find myself, using text books and the internet. Sometimes this doesn’t meet with success but
whatever the case I always post the photo on an
appropriate website such as iSpot (see
https://www.ispotnature.org/). I also use the
Facebook specialist groups of which there is
one or more for just about every family of
insects. It is usually very quickly identified by
one of many enthusiasts who can’t wait to
either agree with it or correct it.
It is
always amazing to me how quick a response
I get, sometimes within a few seconds. Once
identified I then research the insect to find out
as much as I can about its lifestyle.
If it is
of particular interest I post it on iRecord
(see https://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord ).
Red Rumex Weevil (Apion frumentarium) I would like to believe that my experiences
14th May
will encourage other members to start looking
more closely at what there is around them. If I managed to find 33 different species in, maybe
15 or so relatively brief visits, then there must have been many more there that I didn’t see. I
have found the world of insects to be utterly fascinating as there is so much diversity, even
between members of the same genus.
Happy hunting everyone!
Malcolm Randle
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Small Red Damselflies

Over several visits to Bystock Pools, most of us saw one or two small red damselflies,
Ceriagrion tenellum. Intrigued by observation of several colour variants, I investigated further
to find out more about this species, and to learn why it is a speciality of the Bystock Pools
site. On my fourth visit, with several MDNHS members and friends, we saw a pair mating.
The small red damselfly is rare in the UK, restricted to the south of England, and mainly to
the SW and West Wales. It is at the extreme NW limit of its range in the UK, since it is mainly
a Mediterranean species, where it is widespread. So why is Bystock Pools a good place to see
it? The habitat it prefers is sunny, shallow boggy pools, sheltered from the wind; and Bystock
has exactly this sort of area in the valley bottom. Small reds particularly like “tiny bog pools,
with very shallow water overlying Sphagnum mats” (Field Guide to Dragonflies & Damselflies
of GB & Ireland). They also need warm water for their eggs and larvae to develop in.
It is the abdomen of females that
varies in colour - it can be black, red,
or red and black. I saw all-black and
mixed red/black females on different
visits to Bystock. The red form is
apparently rare, whereas all males
have entirely red abdomens. When we
saw a mating pair, the red male was
mating ‘in tandem’ with a black female
(melanogastrum), grasping her behind
her head with his claspers. To receive
sperm, the female must curve her
abdomen up to the front of the male’s
abdomen, forming the ‘wheel’ position.
Mating pairs can stay in copulation for
a long time, 40-90 minutes, while the
females deposit their eggs into the
Small Red Damselflies mating
stems of plants in and around the pools.
(photo by Chris Powles)
Intruding males are fended off by wing-flicking. Thanks to Chris Hawley and Chris Powles for
their photos of the mating pair we saw at Bystock. If you go there between June and
September, you should have no trouble seeing these charming insects.
Liz Rogers

A Rare Bird !
Little did we know that when we went on holiday to Cushendun, Northern Ireland, we would
see a rare bird.
On our first morning our daughter was up early and had gone
outside to do some birdwatching. She was on the balcony
when she called to say she had seen a great spotted
woodpecker in the trees. It was posing beautifully so we
took some photos of it
.
Susan, the owner, came over to the cottage a short
while later and seeing our cameras asked if we had seen
anything interesting. She got very excited and said we
must show her husband Raymond the photos.
Apparently he had been hearing a woodpecker drumming
but had never seen one. The local natural history group
laughed at him and said he could not have heard one as
there were no woodpeckers in Ireland.
On further investigation we found that they had only appeared
Photo by Shelia Richardson
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in Ireland as vagrants in 2013. This year (2017) is the first time they have been known to
breed there. We sent photos to Raymond so that he had proof of them being there.
And yes we did see a 'rare bird' in Cushendun Northern Ireland. rare to that area, but not to
us.
Shelia Richardson

Autumn cascade

The wildlife garden at Tiverton Hospital has produced a glorious tapestry of colour with leaves
still on the trees and shrubs and carpeting the ground. The summer season has been good
for insect wildlife too.
We have seen and recorded 15 different
butterflies
including
five
separate
sightings of silver-washed fritillary in
July.
These
were
accompanied
by dozens of meadow browns, as well as
gatekeeper, speckled wood, and ringlet.
We have only managed to see one
hedgehog; he had built himself (or
herself) his own nest of tight fitting
leaves, in spite of our two readymade
homes!
The other insect in really good numbers
and variety has been the bumblebee
population and we have been in touch
with the Bumblebee Conservation Trust
to confirm our sightings of white-tailed
An autumn cascade of maple leaves
bumblebee, buff-tailed bumblebee plus
(photo by Gavin Haig)
early bumblebee and common carder bee. The other bee that has taken up one of our
sponsored nestboxes is the recent immigrant from France, the black and white tree
bumblebee that Keith Owers told me about. It is keen to occupy just about any spare hole
fronted nestbox - Brexit or no Brexit!!
I have included some autumn fall to illustrate how it can carpet the grassy areas of the
garden.
Gavin Haig

What's in the Air at Wimbleball Lake – A few recent surveys
(Photos by David Brabban)
Many people know Wimbleball Lake (near Brompton Regis on the edge of Exmoor) as a good
site to watch birds. My interests lie elsewhere so I thought that it would be a good idea to
report on some of the other natural history that can be seen around the lake. Much of the
information has been collected during surveys done by
the volunteer group which meets on Tuesdays.
Butterflies
In 2011 I saw small pearl bordered fritillaries
in a couple of areas in the Hurscombe
Nature reserve which is at the north end of
the lake. In recent years, I have not seen
any but this year they have been sighted
again. The South West Lakes Trust, who
manage the area around the lake, have
employed a Countryside Warden, Chris Eyles,
this year. He noticed fritillaries flying near their
previous site and invited Butterfly Conservation
Small pearl bordered fritillary at Wimbleball Lake
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to check their presence which was confirmed. Interestingly, they are now flying in an area
some 200 – 300m from the old site. We think that
their previous home is now 'scrubbed up', with
bramble appearing to have out competed the
bracken that they love. The new site still has
bracken and violets but is much more open. Timed
counts have seen small numbers flying, even in
quite adverse conditions.
Megan Lowe from Butterfly Conservation (“All the
Moor Butterflies”) was kind enough to return to
Wimbleball in early July and spent a day educating
the conservation volunteers about butterflies and
moths. After running through the species that
were likely to be found we moved to the west side
of the lake (Cow Moor) and spent 2 or 3 hours
surveying the grassy areas and shoreline.

Marbled white

There were large numbers of marbled white and
ringlet plus quite a few meadow browns, giving an
overall species count of 6 butterflies and 9 moths. A full
list is given below.

Bees I was unable to go to a course later in July which introduced the attendees to
bumblebees. A short walk over some of the meadows looked for those with buff tailed, white
tailed, early and red tailed bumblebees being identified together with common carder bees.
The meadows between the cafe and the lake are being managed to encourage wildflowers and
it was encouraging to see this year a couple of greater butterfly orchids and at least ten
southern marsh orchids.
Bats Three years ago, a number of bat boxes were installed in Hurscombe and in August of
this year, Alastair Blake from the Somerset Bat Group spent a morning with the volunteers
checking these.
The survey only found a couple of pipistrelles in residence but there was evidence (from
droppings) that a number of the boxes were being used. Time did not allow us to visit
another group of boxes nearer the dam but, in the past, these have seen similar inhabitants.
In another area (not open to the public) there are lesser horseshoe bats.
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One of the highlights of the Hurscombe visit was the discovery of
a couple of slow-worms; not really a surprise, they have been
spotted regularly in the area, but it was good to see two in
one day.
Glow-worms In June, Exmoor National Park organised
an evening event to search for glow-worms. These had
been seen in previous years near to the car park close
to Bessom's Bridge. This year's survey confirmed that
glow-worms were still present but in small numbers. It
is the female which advertises her presence by a green
glow from her abdomen when she hangs from a grass
stem. Three were spotted in quite widely separated
sites. They are probably under reported and the Park
would appreciate being told of any sightings from those
who enjoy a walk in the dark.
I hope that this article shows just how varied the flora and
fauna is in and around the lake and I haven't even touched
on the lichen and bryophyte species which abound in the woods
and even on the concrete of the dam.
Lesser horseshoe bat
at Wimbleball
David Brabban

Robin’s Pincushion (rose bedeguar gall)

Towards the end of August a friend told me that there were some ‘Robin’s pincushions’ on the
roadside hedge near our home at Woodbury Salterton.
I had no idea what they were but
having been given a description and approximate location they weren’t difficult to spot.
Attached to a dog rose (Rosa canina) they had the appearance, at first sight, of some exotic
flowers ranging from green to red in colour. A closer inspection revealed that they were
something quite different to a flower and certainly nothing like a dog rose. Looking like a
ball of sticky colourful moss it was in fact a gall, (the rose bedeguar) which is mostly found
on field roses and develops as a chemically induced distortion of an unopened leaf axillary or
terminal bud.
The name “bedeguar” comes from a Persian word “bad-awar,” meaning “wind brought.”
However, it is not brought by the wind but is the result of a female gall wasp (Diplolepis
rosae) laying about 60 eggs into a leaf bud and the gall develops from there. Sometimes it is
referred to as a moss gall due to its moss like appearance. This wasp, being parthenogenetic,
does not need its eggs to be fertilised.

(1)
(photos by Malcolm Randle)
(2)
The gall is surrounded by a dense mass of sticky branched filaments often brightly coloured,
being at their best around September; starting off green (1) then passing through pink (2)
and crimson to reddish brown. A large specimen can be up to 10 cm in width.
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The interior of a bedeguar gall is formed from the bud, and is composed of edible nutritious
and structural tissues. A week after the egg has been laid the larva hatches and begins to
feed on the leaf bud tissue. This activity stimulates (in a way not yet understood) the
development by the host plant of enlarged 'nutritive' cells in
the area around the growing larva. The larva then feeds
on these and they are continually replaced by new
cells. Further concentric layers of tissues develop
around the core nutritive tissue to eventually form
the structure known as the bedeguar, complete
with the outermost fibrous outgrowths that give
the gall its alternative name of
“Robin's
pincushion".
The “Robin” in this instance relates
to Robin Goodfellow, a mischievous wood sprite
otherwise known as Puck (from English folklore).
Gall wasp (Diplolepis rosae)
(internet photo)

The unilarval chambers are set in a woody core which persists
after the filaments have worn off. The larvae develop and then overwinter as pupae in the
now brown and dry-looking structure. The adult wasps emerge in May and can continue
doing so until August most of them being female as males are very rare. It is believed that
this might be due to the presence of a bacterium, wolbachia which affects a large number of
insects. In the case of Diplolepis rosae, if the female is infected with it this leads to the
production of eggs that only produce females. It has been found that females treated with
antibiotics produce normal male and female eggs.

Malcolm Randle
Leftovers

Botany at Cambridge, a doctorate in plant medicine at Edinburgh, a research associate at
Kew, two literary prizes. A GP husband, four children, some sheep, a herd of geese, a pony
and a peacock all of whom have benefited from her herbal remedies!
All sorts of interesting things are brought to "Round Table" meetings and last May Gabrielle
Hatfield's "The Secret History of British Plants" appeared. Donated to the Table and the
Society's library by Karen Ward it came highly recommended. Whether it was much fingered
during the interval I do not know but it remained and so accompanied me home afterwards.
It laid dormant until Autumn crept in but its 400 pages arranged in plant alphabetical order
soon became a magnet. The seeds of fat hen were found in the stomach of the 2000-year-old
Tollund Man; the plant was used in soups in Ayrshire well into the last century; Norfolk
dandelion root diggers benefited from a special green herb rate by train to London markets;
broom and the Plantagenets; certain cures for rabid dog bites, grumpy husbands, frisky
horses and, well used even today, panaceas for a hangover. Get your name on the list to
read!
Undoubtedly a coffee table book, but written with intellectual ballast, it will inform, amuse
and strike conversation around that table, itself a pick-me-up. If more is needed then Viscum
album may supply it and, if honoured to oblige, I shall have Karen to thank for the delight in
doing so.
David Leader
Editor’s Note
If anyone should be interested in buying this book it is available via various internet sites and
at varying prices. Since first publication in 2007 there seems to have been more than one
edition published under at least three different titles, namely: The Secret History of British
Plants, The Curious Stories of Britain's Wild Plants and The Forgotten History of
British Plants. It also has two different ISBN numbers (International Standard Book
Numbers) but can be found by searching on either: 978-0-140-51577-0 or 10: 0140515771.
The cover artwork also varies between editions and there is a small variation in the number of
pages but it would seem to be basically the same book.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
Knowstone Moor outing - June 20th (photo by Liz Rogers)

It was, to say the least, unexpected to be going on an outing just before the hottest June day
(June 21st 2017) for 41 years! But so it was for our trip to Knowstone Moor this year. Hot it
certainly was, but that didn’t stop us from seeing plenty of wildlife up on Hares Down (GR: SS
851211). Knowstone and Rackenford moors are the largest expanse of culm grassland in the
UK, and have a characteristic flora based on wet, tussocky purple moor grass.
Although normally wet underfoot, the moor had dried out considerably with recent low rainfall
in spring 2017. Even so, a few marsh louseworts were still in flower, and flower buds were
forming on some clumps of sundew. Drifts of cotton grass covered large areas, with a
sprinkling of spotted orchids and bog
asphodel.
As we arrived at Hares Down, a red
kite
and
buzzard
were
seen,
accompanied by singing skylarks.
Stonechats were about too, as we
found later on. In the trees along the
road, willow warblers were singing;
and we were aware of a constant
twittering out on the moor, coming
from tree and meadow pipits, linnets,
chaffinches and redpolls flying to and
fro’.
As soon as we stepped out onto the
Members of the group enjoying the visit
moor, butterflies and moths also appeared
in abundance. small heath butterflies were very common; so were two day-flying moths:
clouded buffs and lead belles. Soon we were stalking elusive small pearl-bordered fritillaries
but were probably a week or so too late to see the rare marsh fritillaries, which are a feature
of these moors. We did, however, see a green hairstreak on some bramble flowers – always a
thrill to see the startling emerald green on the underside of the wings.
We finished our walk by crossing the road onto the outer moor to find six-spot burnet and
cinnabar moths. All considered, we had seen an excellent range of species, and had got a feel
for the culm grassland in June. This is definitely an outing to repeat – but slightly earlier next
year.
Liz Rogers

Bystock Pools outing - July 14th

The Bystock Pools site near Woodbury is part of the East Devon
pebblebeds, and is now owned by Devon Wildlife Trust. It is a
mixture of habitats in a relatively small area, having a large
lake, ponds, dry and wet heath, all with their particular
flora and fauna. On a warm morning of mixed cloud and
sunshine, 13 members met to see what was there,
hoping for some specialities of the area like silverstudded blue butterflies and small red damselflies.
What first caught our attention were the wildflowers,
and numerous six-spot burnet moths flying among
them on the dry heath. Abundant knapweed and thistles
were obvious attractions for these day-flying moths, and
some thistle heads were crowded with several of them.
Ragwort plants were also home to numerous cinnabar moth
Six-spot burnet moths at Bystock
(photo by Malcolm Randle)
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caterpillars, showing off their
black and yellow stripes. No
silver-studded blue butterflies
were seen during the outing, but
we did see 16 species of butterfly
in all – a really satisfying total –
mostly on the heath.
From the dry heath, we walked
down to the lake, passing several
busy wood ant nests on the way.
Yellow water-lilies were flowering
on the lake, and the lily pads
were landing stages for numerous
common
blue
and
azure
damselflies.
Common darters
were also about, as were larger
dragonflies and skimmers.
We
glimpsed a terrapin sunning
Some of the group exploring the dry heath
itself on a large log – and we all
(photo by Liz Rogers)
wondered where they came from
(disillusioned owners in Exmouth perhaps?).
Moving on, we walked through heather and bracken to the smaller ponds, where a female
golden-ringed dragonfly was laying her eggs, a
keeled skimmer rested on the path, and
small red damselflies were flitting among the
pond-side vegetation (see article on page 3).
Bog asphodel was there, and careful
inspection of the clumps of sphagnum moss
revealed round-leaved sundew almost in
flower.
Then it was through the woods and back to
the heath, seeing all three species of white
butterfly (small, large & green-veined), and a
white admiral when we were almost at the
end of our walk. This was our most exciting
sighting, lasting all of a split-second and then
it was gone. Back on the heath, silverwashed fritillaries and a brimstone were out
in the hotter mid-day sun. And I haven’t said
a word about the birds! From the beginning,
we could hear yellow hammers, blackcaps
and goldcrests singing; and there was a
pair of stonechats in the
valley bottom.
Adding to the soundtrack on the heath were
crickets and grasshoppers too. There was so much
going on that some members stayed on until well
past lunchtime. We’ll certainly be back.

Keeled Skimmer (female)
(photo by Malcolm Randle)

Liz Rogers

Visit to Ashclyst Forest - 8th August 2017 (photos by Malcolm Randle)
After being postponed the previous week, due to a bad weather forecast which turned out to
be correct, it was hoped that our visit to Ashclyst Forest would be in suitable weather
conditions. This turned out not to be the case as just after we arrived there was steady rain
lasting about 20 minutes. The walk itself was conducted in conditions, cloudy with just a
little bit of sunshine, which were not conducive to seeing butterflies, our main target species.
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Initially the butterflies were in short supply with just the odd
silver-washed fritillary and speckled wood. Indeed, it
was not until towards the end of the walk that we
encountered good numbers on buddleia bushes
around the cottages. It was at this time that we
also found a solitary migrant hawker, this being
the only dragonfly we saw. In all we only found
a total of eight butterfly species of which only
silver-washed fritillary and speckled wood
reached double figures (just!!).
Bird life was particularly
quiet, as is usual at this
time of year, with only
Speckled Wood
wood pigeons and jays calling, and a mixed flock of tits
flying in and out of the trees.
Despite the lack of activity during the walk, both bird and
butterfly wise, it was made more interesting by Jeff in his
search for fungi of which there were numerous species.
Having seen what Ashclyst Forest was like three weeks
previously, with very good numbers of silver-washed
fritillaries and a good number of white admirals, it is my
intention to include the venue in next year’s calendar when
hopefully the weather will be much better than on this visit.

Marasmius ramealis
Ray Jones.
Shedding Light on Moths; how are they doing and why should we care?
5th September

Another wonderfully clear illustrated message from Richard Fox, who masterminds butterfly
and moth recording for the UK. He produced a highly entertaining, scientific presentation
explaining the overall fall in Lepidoptera
numbers, with some notable exceptions.
Be encouraged if you like to be
surrounded by dingy footmen, their
numbers are increasing.
For me the greatest positive is the increasing numbers and distribution of
the beautiful day flying jersey tiger
moth. This insect has now reached the
London area - all the way from the
Channel Islands.
Richard emphasised the value of
strategically placed light moth traps,
with established
volunteers recording
moth sightings nationwide.

Jersey tiger moth (Euplagia quadripunctaria)
(photo by Malcolm Randle)

Sadly, many of our loveliest moths are reduced in numbers especially our various hawk
moths, and the outstandingly beautiful swallow tailed moth. Richard discussed the effect of
pollution and pesticides, together with climate change. Not all was doom and gloom.
A beautifully constructed talk, with a clear message about moth recording which is being
shared here at home, and with our European neighbours.
Gavin Haig
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Proud Parents

On Monday 11th September several members went on a trip to Seaton marshes. Whilst
there we visited the new ‘island hide’ which is at the end of a boarded walkway and of a
circular design.
When we got inside we were very surprised to find a nest of swallows so late in the season.
Still active with large fledglings, both parents were zooming in and out of the doorway and
some of the hide windows that were open. Two of the youngsters edged out of the nest while
we were watching, so we had struck it lucky to be there just as they were fledging.
After taking too many poor photos of them, I went and sat on the other side of the hide to
look out at the waterways. As I was concentrating with my binoculars I felt a fluttering of
wings and a bird brushed my
face. I turned and asked the
others whether they had seen
what bird it was.
To my
surprise they told me that one
of the young swallows had
just left the nest and was
sitting on my hat, where it
remained for a few minutes. A
parent came to feed it, but
whether it veered off at the
last minute or actually fed my
visitor I could not say
I am glad to say that Liz
Rogers had a camera ready
and took this photo. Sorry for
the cheesy grin.
Peter Richardson

